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Abstract

With the arrival of the fourth industrial revolution and the era of Cyber-Physical Systems, Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN) are employed in a large catalogue of applications, many of them critical.
At the beginning, encryption techniques were enough to protect WSN, but as more sophisticated
applications are proposed, protection schemes turn also more complex. In particular, schemes based
on digital signatures, hash functions and Public Key Infrastructures are extensively implemented.
Nevertheless, all these solutions present a very important problem: nodes must store a secret key. As
future systems will be unmanaged and be deployed in remote places without surveillance, the use of
ROM memories where keys are stored in a permanent way is a critical risk. Therefore, in this paper
we propose a new scheme for signature delegation in WSN, based on chaotic Physical Unclonable
Functions (PUF). As the size of nodes is an essential parameter to be considered, the proposed tech-
nology is supported by micro-ring resonators. A simulation scenario is also defined to validate the
usability and performance of the proposed framework.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks, Physical Unclonable Functions, Chaotic resonators, Digi-
tal signature, Automatic key generators

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [26] have evolved from a theoretical and research paradigm to be
a real and practical technology. Actually, several new applications are nowadays supported by WSN,
many of them are even critical for society: traceability [5], ambient intelligence [28], biological signal
control, etc. With the arrival of the fourth industrial revolution and the era of Cyber-Physical Systems [4],
this evolution has been enhanced. In fact, Industry 4.0 systems [27] are based on pervasive sensing
platforms, which feed intelligent systems being able to increase the global efficiency and productivity.
These platforms are composed of a collection of heterogeneous hardware devices, with very different
capabilities, but all of them managing private and critical information.

In order to really reduce costs and enable the creation of an intelligent and totally automated indus-
try, future industrial systems will be unmanaged, including infrastructures deployed in remote places
without surveillance (such as solutions for the Smart Farming) [32]. In this context, these systems turn
vulnerable to unauthorized physical manipulations, the injection of malicious devices, Denial-of-Service
attacks based on simple electromagnetic instruments, etc. This new paradigm of attacks against future
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engineered systems is usually named as ”cyber-physical attacks” [2]. Although these cyber-physical at-
tacks might seem like vandalism more than crimes with a specific objective, in truth is in Industry 4.0
solutions components are strongly related, and small changes in one element might have catastrophic
consequences in other components. For example, changing the temperature value (even in a very small
mount) acquired by sensors in charge of controlling the pasteurization process, can sink the production
of a factory for several days. Thus, protecting WSN against these new cyber-physical attacks is a critical
problem.

Regarding their physical architecture, nodes in a WSN include two subsystems: the sensing compo-
nents and the communication elements [25]. Attacks to the sensing components must be addressed using
physical technologies: new designs, new protection encapsulates, etc. On the other hand, attacks to the
communication elements have to be solved using cybersecurity technologies and other new proposals
(such as trust-based solutions) which even might be able to detect and react to attacks against the sensing
components.

Initially, encryption techniques were enough to protect private and critical information being sent
by senor nodes through their communication subsystems. Actually, stream or block cipher can actually
perform a very important (and sometime essential) role in WSN, but as different attacks (not necessary
based on unauthorized accesses to private information) are defined, protection schemes turns also more
complex [33].

In particular, nowadays, most modern and recent applications supported by distributed networks
of nodes employ schemes based on digital signatures, hash functions and Public Key Infrastructures
(PKI) [19]. In these solutions the private information is not only secured, but also the data integrity
is guaranteed, and the identity of the information source that create the message ensured. In order to
be effective, these schemes must maintain a large secret key, which is used to encrypt and sign the
private information. Nevertheless, this approach presents a very important problem in the proposed
application scenario: a collection of unmanaged and unwatched nodes must store a secret key. In order
to allow the permanent storage of secret keys, these nodes must include ROM memories where keys are
maintained. However, this configuration open new and potential risks, as any could access to the context
of this memory. Then, new security solutions where no secret keys should be maintained by devices are
required.

Therefore, in this paper we propose a new security scheme for WSN. This proposal is based on the
idea of signature delegation, instead of on enabling each physical devices to sign data with a different
secret key. To support this new technology, chaotic Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) [15] will be
employed. PUF take advantage of any physical properties to build private keys which are inaccessible
and impossible to replicable; what added to the intrinsic complexity of chaos will enable us to define an
inviolable signature scheme. Many different PUF have being defined, nevertheless the size of nodes is a
very critical parameter to be considered, so the physical element in charge of supporting the PUF must be
very small and resource constraint. In that way, micro-ring resonators support the proposed technology.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the state of the art on security
provision technologies for WSN and Industry 4.0 solutions and PUF; Section 3 contains the main contri-
bution; Section 4 presents a first experimental validation based on the proposed simulation scenario; and
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 State of the Art

Different proposals for security provision in WSN may be found. As in any other discipline related
to security and cryptography, two main alternatives have been studied: asymmetric key schemes and
symmetric key schemes.
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In respect to symmetric key schemes, block ciphers [14] and cyclic redundancy codes (CRC) [12] are
probably the most employed technologies nowadays, even in WSN and Industry 4.0. This kind of ciphers,
furthermore, is very common in applications where transmitted packets are sparse and always present
the same length. Moreover, hardware-supported algorithms [18] (based on registers and other sequential
logic circuits) have been also described. Apart from block ciphers, stream ciphers are symmetric key
schemes. Several proposals specifically designed to be applied in WSN scenarios have been reported,
including some very efficient techniques supported by Pseudo-Random Number Generators (PRNG) [3].

On the other hand, asymmetric solutions require a higher computational power and employ math-
ematical techniques implicating an important calculation effort. For example, authentication protocols
based on Elliptic Curves (EC) [20] or physical phenomena such as vibrations or temperature [24]. Using
these Public Key Infrastructures (PKI), some works confirm that cryptography supported by EC may be
implemented in WSN (with some modifications) [8, 21]. Besides, and using signature schemes based on
the referred PKI, some proposals based on the transmission of signed information and data (for example,
using JSON objects) may be also found [23].

However, this approach still requires all devices to store a private and secret key in a permanent
manner in a kind of ROM memory.

In relation to new and innovative security policies for future engineered systems, different works
may be found. First, the concept of cyber-physical attack has been investigated. Abstract taxonomies
and description languages have been proposed [34]. On the other hand, works about security in new gen-
eration technological systems have been reported: enhanced control loops [30, 22], protection schemes
for CPS applied to smart grids [35] and other systems under cyber-physical attacks [7], security solutions
for networked control systems and industrial applications [22], etc.

Nevertheless, most of these technologies require a great computational power from devices, and the
use of heavy intelligent solutions that do not meet the special characteristics of WSN.

A possible solution to this change is Physical Unclonable Functions [17]. PUF formalize the idea of
random physical features employed to identify objects; which was firstly known as one-way functions,
later as physical random functions and finally as PUF.

Basically three different types of PUF can be distinguished: non-electrical PUF, electronic PUF and
delay-based intrinsic PUF.

Non-electrical PUF [6] refers the nature of components supporting the “random effects” in PUF, as
the measurement and transmission techniques may be electronic. These PUF are de oldest and consists,
in general, of optical systems. The random element to be evaluated is the speckle pattern generated by a
helium-neon laser. It is a very complicate and heavy mechanical solution, as a very precise positioning
system is needed.

Electronic PUF [1] consists of measuring an analog signal generated by an electronic system. Elec-
tronic systems, especially solid-state components such as transistors, present characteristic behaviors
which are impossible to replicate in two elements. For example the threshold voltage in transistors.
Then, analog signal passing through these elements also inherit this “personal” behavior and may be
used as PUF. As main problem, an independent and maybe complex measuring circuit is necessary to do
these PUF to work.

Finally, intrinsic PUF are functions that fulfill two requirements [17]: (i) the elements supporting
the PUF integrate also the measuring components as an embedded device; and (ii) the construction of
the PUF only must imply processes that are naturally involved in the manufacturing of such embedded
device. Two different types of intrinsic PUF are defined: arbitrary PUF and ring oscillator PUF. Arbitrary
PUF are based on the construction of a digital circuit with two paths, which require a slightly different
time to be crossed, and the injection of an element that randomly decides at each moment what path must
follow a certain signal. On the other hand, ring oscillators consist of an output randomly delayed line
in a circuit that is employed to fee the input creating a ring whose oscillation frequency depends on the
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applied delay.
In relation to cryptographic systems based on PUF, two basic proposals may be found: key genera-

tors and device authentication algorithms. Key generators take advantage of the random PUF’s behavior
(supported by a real physical randomness) to create keys with a very high entropy [36, 16], Besides,
different cryptographic schemes to protect circuits at hardware level have been also reported [10, 13].
Specific proposals to protect RFID devices can be also found [9]. On the other hand, device authenti-
cation algorithms are sparse and usually consist of comparing a set of preconfigured challenge-response
pairs with the real-.time obtained results [31].

In this work we are using a second generation intrinsic PUF, where the main random effect to be
employed to build the function is not a delay, but the non-linear effects in an optical fiber due to the
intrinsic manufacturing impurities.

3 Signature delegation based on Physical Unclonable Functions

Digital signature schemes for nodes in WSNs are usually defined over Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
where two options are traditionally considered: (i) each device generates a key pair (including a secret
and a public key), so each device may sign using a different digital identity; or (ii) the manager generates
a unique key pair and all devices are provided with the same private key. Both options require from
devices to store private keys in a ROM memory, but some additional circumstances must be considered.
The first option implies the replication of the PKI and the signature scheme (see Figure 1) as many times
as devices have to be communicated. The second options makes very vulnerable the secret key, reducing
the global security. Thus, new schemes to enable nodes in WSN to sign messages but in an easier, safer
and lighter way are required.

Figure 1: Traditional digital signature scheme

Traditionally, {asym describes a PKI supporting the signature scheme (the certificate infrastructure
is not referred here, although it is required, as it is independent from the proposed system). Fasym is
a 3-tuple containing three different functions (1). G is the key generator, which produces key pairs
k = (pk,sk) being pk the public key and sk the private or secret key taken as input the parameter 1η .
These keys are calculated on the unary number 1η being η a security parameter. A unary number 1η is
a number represented by repeating the unit η times (for example 4≡ 1111).

Fasym = (G,S,V ) (1)
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S is the signature function, which for each message m and private key sk, generates a tag t or signed
message. Finally, V is the verifying function which takes as inputs the public key pk, the message m and
the tag t and produces an acceptance or reject output confirming the integrity of the received information
and the identity of the transmitter. To really represent a correct PKI and signature scheme, this 3-tuple
must fulfill a final condition (2).

Pr[(pk,sk)← G(1η),V (pk,m,S(sk,m)) = accept] = 1 (2)

On the other hand, in order to be useful, a correct PKI must be, besides, secure. Imaging a non-
uniform probabilistic polynomial time adversary A trying to impersonate the identity of a certain valid
node D, the signature scheme is secure if the probability of reaching its goal is negligible.

Pr[(pk,sk)← G(1η),(m, t)← AS(sk,·)(pk,1η),m 6∈ Q,V (pk,m, t) = accept]< negl(η) (3)

AS(sk,·) denotes an adversary with access to the oracle S(sk, ·) which has also intercepted the public
key pk and the unary number 1η employed to calculate the key pair. In this context, an oracle is an entity
capable of solving a problem such as a function problem. Q denotes the set of the queries on S made by
A. negl(η) is a negligible function negl(·) : N→ R such that for every positive integer p there exists an
integer Np that fulfills that for all real value x,Np > x (4).

|negl(p)|< 1
xp

(4)

This basic scheme, however, may be modified to authorize third-party entities to sign data in the
name of the original device, which calculated the key pair. Using this new approach, only one PKI
must be deployed. Nevertheless, this authorization is usually understood as a cession of keys, which (as
said) reduces the security of the protection scheme as the secret key is stored in several unwatched ROM
memories. As a solution, we propose to complement the traditional signature schemes with physical
unclonable functions which enable a device or user to authorize third-party entities to sign data using its
identity, but without reducing the global security of the deployed PKI.

3.1 Signature delegation architecture

The purpose of the described signature delegation architecture is to enable a collection of devices to sign
information using the same identity (usually the identity of their owner), but without being necessary
they to store the corresponding private key (the same for all devices) in a permanent way (usually, in
a kind of ROM memory). Besides, as devices are usually deployed in unsecure places without surveil-
lance, an identification technology that cannot be replicated, analyzed or modified is required. Physical
Unclonable Functions (PUF) meet all these requirements.

The proposed solution for signature delegation must be small in size and resource constraint. The
first requirement is met by implementing PUF through optical micro-rings. The second requirement is
addressed by a low-cost design of the signature delegation architecture.

The PUF-based signature delegation presented in this work may be implemented in all kind of de-
vices, including extremely resource constraint platforms (such as nodes based System-on-Chip solu-
tions). The use of this technique the power consumption or complexity of the employed programming
will decrease compared to traditional cryptography technologies.

Figure 2 shows the proposed architecture.
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Although other solutions to delegate keys and identities have been proposed, only PUF guarantee
that even if an unauthorized user gets a valid device, this cybercriminal is unable to replicate, analyze
or modify the PUF-based identification system, as physical responses of these systems are, naturally,
Unclonable and unrepeatable. It is important to remember that PUF output (usually named as “response”)
is unique and unpredictable for each input (usually named as “challenge”). Sometimes PUF responses
to be “random” enough must be invoked using large or specific challenges; nevertheless, as we are
seeing the use of chaotic signals allow the system to employ any available challenge. In any case, an
unpredictable response is a good manner to identify an entity. In fact, in the simplest solutions, PUF
responses are recorded and compared to some previously generated values to authenticate an entity.

However, using this configuration, an adversary could obtain the challenge being employed to au-
thorize the third-party devices and create a new malicious element (containing this challenge in mem-
ory) [31]. Thus, the signature delegation mechanism must guaranteed that any adversary can access to
the challenge being employed as authentication key.

Figure 2: Signature delegation architecture

Proposed architecture (see Figure 2) takes advantage of the ability of PUF to generate an exponential
number of different responses, considering only slightly different challenges. All this challenge-response
pairs are randomly stored in a database. Then, to authenticate a device (or validate a signature, in this
case) the receptor sends a random challenge to the authenticating device, and if it answers with the
correct response, then its identity is validated. Once employed, this challenge-response pair is cancelled
and removed from the database and is never employed again; so the system is resilient to man-in-the-
middle attacks.

In that way, to authorize a delegated signature, the system manager generates a unique key pair
through the PKI (pk,sk). Then, all authorized devices are provided with the corresponding secret key sk,
but a signature to be valid must be also complemented with the correct response to the corresponding
challenge (which is sent in a second phase), identifying the remote device.

Mathematically, considering a PUF Π : C → R, the condition to be met for the signature scheme
considering the proposed delegation technology is a little more complex (5). U denotes the system
manager, and c a challenge to the PUF in the device signing the message m.

Pr[(pk,sk)← G(1η),c←U,V (pk,m,S(sk,m),Π(c)) = accept] = 1 (5)
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Besides, to be secure this new delegation scheme, condition (3) must be adapted (6). Basically, this
signature delegation scheme is secure if the probability of an adversary to create a valid signature is
negligible, even knowing the secret key sk and the architecture of the employed PUF.

Pr[(pk,sk)← G(1η),(m, t,r)← AS(sk,·),Π(pk,1η ,c,sk),m 6∈ Q,V (pk,m, t,r) = accept]< negl(η) (6)

The proposed signature delegation architecture enables the fulfillment of these mathematical condi-
tions, but the considered PUF must also meet these requirements.

3.2 PUF based on optical micro-rings resonators

Physical Unclonable Functions may be described at two different abstraction levels. Mathematically
it is possible to define PUF using sets of abstract challenges and responses, but in engineering, these
mathematical constructions are required to be binary vector to be able to be transmitted among remote
entities.

The collection of all challenge-response pairs (CRP) in a PUF is usually named as CRP behavior and
totally characterizes the PUF. To be equivalent the abstract PUF Π : C →R and its binary implementa-
tion Πb : Cb→Rb must have the same CRP. Mathematically, both PUF are equivalent if it is possible to
define two homeomorphisms HC : C → Cb and HR : R→Rb such that Πb maintains the CRP behavior
of Π (7).

∀(cb,rb),cb ∈ Cb,rb ∈Rb : cb = Hc(c),rb = HR(r) then rb = Πb(cb) ⇐⇒ r = Π(c) (7)

This mathematical model is usually known as ”ideal PUFs” as secondary and practical effects are
not considered. In particular, it has been proved that applying twice the same challenge to the same PUF
does not generate exactly the same response [31]. Thus, it is necessary to design a certain detection
solution as we are explaining later.

Considering a new security parameter η2 ∈ N, as in traditional PKI, and two new parameter α1 ∈ N,
and α2 ∈ N bounded in η2 polynomially, then a binary ideal PUF may be easily implemented ??eqno8).

Πb : {0,1}α1 →{0,1}α2 (8)

Three conditions must be fulfilled by every ideal PUF. Namely [11]:

1. For all cb ∈ Cb and r1
b ∈ Rb,r2

b ∈ Rb being r1
b = Πb (cb) and r2

b = Πb (cb), then Pr
[
r1

b = r2
b

]
= 1

2. Each probabilistic polynomial time adversary has a negligible advantage. In other words, no ad-
versary can compute the output of the PUF, even if it can query the PUF for a polynomial number
of times.

3. Any attempt to physically modify, see or replicate the PUF causes the destruction of the systems
or its irreversible and complete modification.

Several different physical functions may fulfil these requirements, but in this work we are analyzing
optical chaotic micro-ring resonators (also named as silicon micro-ring resonators due to the material
used in optical fiber manufacturing). These micro-ring resonators (MRR) present two basic types: all-
pass and add-drop rings (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Basic silicon micro-ring resonators

In a simple analysis, the refractive index is considered to be invariant n = n0. Thus, analysis equa-
tions turn linear and the output of the MRR very predictable. However, several nonlinearities affect
silicon optical fibers. In particular, MRR are especially affected by Kerr-type nonlinearities (9).

n = n0 +n2I = n0 +

(
n2

Ae f f

)
P (9)

n0 is named ”linear refractive index”, n2 is known as ”non-linear refractive index” and Ae f f and P
is the effective are in the optical fiber and the power of the optical field respectively. Considering the
most simple MRR, the all-pass MRR, where a monochromatic Gaussian laser is employed as input, a
coupler with coupling coefficient κ and loss coefficient γ is employed to introduce light in the ring, and
the silicon material present a linear absorption coefficient α , it can be extracted the equations that govern
the evolution of the optical field in the ring (10).

Ew+1
1 = j

√
(1− γ)κEin +

√
(1− γ)(1−κ)αattEw

1 e− j(φ0+φnl)

Ew
2 = Ew

1 αatte− j(φ0+φnl)

Eout =
√
(1− γ)Ein

[√
(1−κ)+

√
(1− γ)καatte− j(φ0+φnl)

1−
√
(1− γ)(1−κ)αatte− j(φ0+φnl)

] (10)

In these equations, φ0 and φnl are the linear and non-linear phase shift (11). And αatt is total absorp-
tion in each half-round trip in the ring (12). λ denotes the wavelength of the Gaussian laser.

φ0 =
2π

λ
Ln0

φnl =
2π

λ
Ln2 |Ew

1 |
2

(11)

αatt = e−
αL
2 (12)

These equations may be simplified if all constant parameters are grouped. Besides, to simplify the
numerical analysis of these equations, important variables are written as a three-dimensional discrete
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chaotic map, whose variables may be also split into two two-dimensional independent maps (13).

 Ew
1

Ew
2

Ew
out

=


a1 +a2Ew−1

1 ea3|Ew−1
1 |

2

b1Ew−1
1 ea3|Ew−1

1 |
2

c1 +
c2e

a3|Ew−1
1 |

2

1−c3e
a3|Ew−1

1 |
2

 (13)

Using the same technique, and the superposition theorem, the add-drop MRR may be analyzed,
together with other more advanced configurations such as sequences of coupled or independent rings
(both all-pass and/or add-drop).

These discrete maps have been proved to be chaotic under certain circumstances [29]. Thus, a small
change in Ein causes an unpredictable change in the study variables. Besides, the nonlinearities in optical
fibers cannot be read or replicated; it would be necessary to extract a sample from the ring which would
destroy the PUF.

Although these properties make from the proposed MRR a very good PUF, they introduce also an
important problem: a PUF never generates the same response to the same challenge. Small variations in
the environment, time, etc. cause this variability.

In this context, in order to successfully detect the ideal PUF response to which the received real
response refers, two distances are calculated and considered:

• The inter-distance: It refers the distance between the responses generated by two PUF implemen-
tations for the same challenge.

• The intra-distance: It refers the distance between the responses generated by the same PUF imple-
mentation for two sequential applications of the same challenge.

If the maximum tolerated distance (of distance threshold for detection) is too high, then, different PUF
implementations would be considered as the same (which is a very important vulnerability). On the
contrary, if the distance threshold is selected to be too small, a PUF never would be authenticate as the
algorithm understands the correct response has not been provided. The first problem is known as a false-
acceptance (FA), and the second one as false-rejection (FR). A very sensible equilibrium (see Figure 4)
must be reached to be successful in PUF response detection.

4 Experimental validation: simulation results

In order to validate the proposed solution as a valid technology for security provision in WSN, a simula-
tion scenario was deployed and an experimental validation carried out.

Using advanced simulation techniques and the NS3 network simulator a real WSN was implemented
including the proposed solutions. NS3 is a network simulator whose scenarios and behavior are con-
trolled and described by means of C++ programs.

The proposed simulation scenario is an adaptation of a real Wireless Sensor Network. The WSN was
designed to present one hundred and fifty (150) nodes, communicating with a central gateway in a trusted
way. Although the performance of the proposed solution in a real environment may be different from
the performance in a simulated scenario, the described simulation is enough close to a real deployment
to be an acceptable first experimental validation. In particular, the most important and characteristic
aspects of WSN are represented in the proposed simulation (their heterogeneity and the high density of
resource-constraint devices).
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Figure 4: PUF detection problem

In the planned simulation, nodes in the WSN, and the gateway, were provided with the proposed
algorithm and signature delegation system, configured in the same way as described in the previous sec-
tions. During the experiment, the number of considered nodes in the simulation scenario was increased.
Twelve simulations were performed for each number of nodes in the WSN. With the acquired informa-
tion, the success rate in communicating in a trusted way using the proposed signature delegation scheme
was calculated. Figure 5 shows the obtained results.

In order to be able to perform the described simulation, node software must run in a virtual machine
were the proposed mechanism might be deployed. These virtual machines must be embedded into the
simulation scenario. In order to do that, different TAP bridges (or ghost nodes) connecting the virtual
machines to the NS3 simulator were considered. Virtual machines were automatically generated and
deployed through the Libvirt interface. All machines implemented the operating system Linux Ubuntu
16.0. The proposed simulation scheme employs the paravirtualization paradigm which allows a virtual
machine (i.e. a NS3 node) to behave as an independent computer, providing all the configuration possi-
bilities of a real machine. NS3 simulator provides support for the first three levels of this scheme. In that
way, NS3 nodes can exchange messages with the real world and the host computer.

As can be seen, success rate is around 100% until the number of considered devices reaches a hun-
dred. At this moment, the success rate is around 90%. From this point, the high number of devices
using the signature delegation infrastructure causes problems to establish in an efficient and fast manner
distance thresholds and to manage some many different CRP behaviors. If one hundred and fifty senor
nodes are considered, the success rate descends to 75% (approximately). However, it is very complicated
for WSN to maintain this number of trusted channels at the same time. The success rate goes below 50%
for 180 nodes in the WSN (approximately). Therefore, the obtained results are a first evidence that the
proposed technology is a valid solution for signature delegation and secure data transmission in future
WSN.
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Figure 5: Success rate. Simulation results

5 Conclusions and future works

This paper describes a new scheme for signature delegation in WSN, based on chaotic Physical Un-
clonable Functions (PUF). We propose to complement the traditional signature schemes with physical
unclonable functions which enable a device or user to authorize third-party entities to sign data using its
identity, but without reducing the global security of the deployed PKI. As the size of nodes is an essen-
tial parameter to be considered, the proposed technology is supported by micro-ring resonators. In this
work we are analyzing optical chaotic micro-ring resonators (also named as silicon micro-ring resonators
due to the material used in optical fiber manufacturing), to define discrete maps have been proved to be
chaotic under certain circumstances. Thus, a small change in the inputs causes an unpredictable change
in the output variables. Besides, the nonlinearities in optical fibers cannot be read or replicated; it would
be necessary to extract a sample from the ring, which would destroy the PUF.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed technology, a first simulation scenario was
deployed and an experimental validation carried out to determine the scalability and the operation limits
of the presented solution. Obtained results are a first evidence of the validity of the described solution.

Future works should consider physical prototypes (including, for example, the environmental effects
on PUF performance) and address some practical problems not treated in this first work, such as the
construction of the required laser to activate the MRR.
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